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philosopher, and he trained rather than educated himself,
No athlete ever trained himself with more detailed deter-
mination than Faraday, or with more success, tjis imagia*
ative and manipulative gifts were reinforced by ferocious
perseverance, and their highest development was not
accomplished until he was over forty years old. At forty
he discovered how to obtain electric currents from magnetic
fields. At fifty-four he discovered how light may be
affected by magnetism,* At about the same age he was
conceiving those ideas of the nature of the field of electric
force which have provided the foundation of modern
electrical theory, and of the theory of relativity. At the
age of sixty-nine he was speculating on the relations between
electricity and gravity, and groping towards the conception
of their interaction as experimentally proved in 1919, when
electro-magnetic waves of light were observed to be dis-
torted by the sun's gravity. At the age of seventy-one, in
his last work he was searching for changes in the refrangi-
bility of light effected by a magnetic field, an extremely
important experiment not made with success until thirty-five
years later, by Zeeman in 1897.
Faraday's powers grew slowly. He did not publish his
first slight scientific research until he was twenty-five, and
no important discovery until he was over thirty. His con-
ceptual imagination did not become powerfully creative
until he was about forty-five, This late development is
unusual in men of supreme genius. Newton reached his
conceptions of gravitation and the calculus before he was
twenty-four. Darwin recognized the evidence for biological
evolution when he was twenty-eight. Lavoisier superseded
the phlogiston theory before he was thirty. Einstein
published his first theory of relativity when he was
twenty-five.
The growth of Faraday's imaginative power in his middle
and later years shows he must have possessed very large
intellectual energy. His thought was perfected through
the relentless pressure behind it. The head of his intellectual
energy was raised high by psychological barriers erected in
infancy, A lake of energy was conserved behind these

